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We report analytical expressions for optical forces acting on particles inside waveguides.
The analysis builds on our previously reported Fourier Transform method to obtain Beam
Shape Coefficients for any beam. Here we develop analytical expressions for the Beam
Shape Coefficients in cylindrical and rectangular metallic waveguides. The theory is valid
for particle radius a ranging from the Rayleigh regime to large microparticles, such as
aerosols like virus loaded droplets. The theory is used to investigate how optical forces
within hollow waveguides can be used to sort particles in “optical chromatography”
experiments in which particles are optically propelled along a hollow-core waveguide. For
Rayleigh particles, the axial force is found to scale with a6, while the radial force, which
prevents particles from crashing into the waveguide walls, scales with a3. For
microparticles, narrow Mie resonances create a strong wavelength dependence of the
optical force, enabling more selective sorting. Several beam parameters, such as power,
wavelength, polarization state and waveguide modes can be tuned to optimize the sorting
performance. The analysis focuses on cylindrical waveguides, where meter-long liquid
waveguides in the form of hollow-core photonic crystal fibers are readily available. The
modes of such fibers are well-approximated by the cylindrical waveguide modes
considered in the theory.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since Ashkin’s pioneering paper [1], Optical Tweezers (OT) have opened up the possibility to
perform micro- and nanoscale non–contact mechanical manipulation and measurements on
particles in the nano-micron scale. Single and multiple optical beams can hold, stretch, and
compress particles, filaments, vesicles in a suspension, enabling novel applications such as
optical force spectroscopy of microspheres [2, 3]. The room temperature force sensitivity of OT
based techniques ranges from 20 fN [4] to 200 pN [5], making this tool ideal to handle particles in the
biological micro–environment. Single–beam optical tweezers have allowed the development of
several applications in life science, and use optical forces created by a tightly focused laser beam not
only to manipulate micron to nanometer–sized structures, but also to measure their mechanical
properties [6–8]. The single–beam optical tweezers require gradient forces that exceed scattering
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forces, a condition usually met with in the case of small
differences between medium/particle refractive indexes. This
situation is commonly found in aqueous solutions, but not in
air or vacuum. The Brownian motion sets the limit for the size of
the smallest particle that can be trapped, although at low
temperatures (not compatible with live cells), it is possible to
even optically trap atomic gases [9]. The success of the
single–beam optical tweezers has encouraged the development
of new, complementary optical trapping configurations,
including optical chromatography, a method that combines
the use of optical forces to manipulate and size–select particles
in microfluidic systems [6].

Optical chromatography was initially proposed by Imasaka
et al. in 1995 [10]. Their approach consisted of mildly focusing a
laser beam into a solution containing particles that are
counter–flowing coaxially with a capillary. When in
equilibrium, there is a balance between the laser scattering
force and the drag force from the fluid medium. A challenge
in this configuration is to keep the laser beam aligned at the center
of the of capillary. Since these pioneering experiments, optical
chromatography has led to a range of different applications, for
example: to visualize immunological reactions by flowing a
sample of antigens past optically–trapped beads that are
coated with antibodies. Selective binding changes the effective
size of the particles an thus their retention distance. This allowed
to determine antigen concentrations in the range from
nanomolar to nanograms per milliliter [11]. Optical
chromatography can also be used to separate same–sized
particles of different refractive indices [12], and be combined
with microfluidic channels with well–defined velocity flow
patterns [13]. This approach was used to measure low
concentrations of anthrax bacteria, by accumulating them
from a flow in an optical trap [14]. Further improvements of
the technique include hydrodynamic focusing, enabling the
separation of equal–sized microsphere differing only 0.1 in
refractive index [15]. Further optical chromatography and
other optical sorting strategies were summarized in a recent
review [6].

Optical chromatography requires a good understanding of the
forces acting on the analyzed particles. Initial models were based
on geometrical–optics models, and identified analogies with
separation parameters for conventional chromatography such
as: retention distance, selectivity, dynamic range, theoretical plate
number, and resolution [16]. Using a focused Gaussian beam, the
retention distance can be related to the Rayleigh length, and can
be shown to scale as the square root of particle size. The selectivity
in chromatography is directly related to the slope of the retention
distance vs. particle size, which can be tuned by carefully
changing the laser power and the flow velocity. The dynamic
range, defined as the ratio between the maximum and minimum
particle size that can be analyzed, is ultimately limited by the size-
range of particles that can be trapped. The theoretical plate
number, another chromatography parameter, determines the
separation efficiency in optical chromatography. In the case of
optical traps, this is typically limited by Brownian fluctuations
and instrumental noise. Finally, the resolution of particle
separation can be determined from the theoretical plate

number and selectivity. In theory, particles can be resolved if
they differ from at least 0.4% in size [16].

A more recent approach to optical separation uses
hollow–core photonic crystal fibers with core diameters
between 10 and 30 μm, to optically trap and guide particles
along a length of fiber [17]. Advantages are the presence of
well–defined waveguide modes, that are well-approximated by
the modes of cylindrical waveguides [18], as well as the long
interaction length. Optical forces provided by the fundamental
fiber mode can robustly align particles in the center of the
channel, resulting in well–defined optical- and fluidic forces
that can be used to determine the refractive index and size of
spherical microspheres by monitoring their speed by
Doppler–velocimetry [19–21]. Besides the long distance,
stability, and robustness of such waveguide-based
chromatography, it also allows to operate in either solutions,
air, or vacuum, and at a wide range of pressures and temperatures,
as long as the integrity of the waveguide is not compromised.
Moreover, the waveguide enclosure around the particles protects
the operators and guarantees a perturbation–free environment.
Considering the nature of the particles, protection can be an issue
in cases such as aerosols loaded with viruses, or radioactive and
toxic particles.

The further development of fiber–based optical
chromatography techniques requires a better understanding of
the optical forces exerted on the particles by the waveguide
modes, whose description strongly depends on particles size.
The dimensionless size parameter used in scattering is defined
as x � ka � 2πn1a/λ, where a is the particle’s radius, λ is the
wavelength andM � n1/n0 is the relative refraction index between
the particle and the medium. In the case of Rayleigh particles with
radius x≪ 1, radial forces are provided by the gradient force
which is proportional to x3. If a particle is accelerated in a fiber
loop, its maximum velocity will depend on the centripetal force
required to keep the particle in its circular trajectory. As both the
gradient force and centripetal force scale with x3, the maximum
particle velocity will be independent of particle size. The axial
forces, on the other hand, are provided by the scattering force and
therefore proportional to x6. This results in a particle acceleration
that is proportional to x3. In the laminar flow regime, the terminal
velocity off Rayleigh particles will depend on the ratio between
the optical force (x6) and the Stokes drag force (x), and will
therefore be proportional to x5, offering excellent conditions for
size–sorting the particles through their velocity. For
microparticles, on the other hand, particle resonances and
their coupling to the waveguide modes must be taken into
account to obtain expressions for the size–dependent optical
forces. This requires an integrated scattering theory that
combines a Mie description of the particles with analytical
waveguide modes, which has not been demonstrated to date.

In this paper, we will develop analytical equations for optical
forces, including the scattering forces, on particles within
waveguides and will discuss their implications to sorting of
particles based on particle size, refraction index, absorption,
and mass density. We will start from the full electromagnetic
force theory to obtain expressions for the forces acting on
waveguide–embedded particles spanning the Rayleigh and Mie
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regime. Analytical results provide more than just fast calculations
compared to numerical methods. They provide powerful insights
of how to analyze the role of each parameter, allowing to optimize
the design of the system for a given task. The main challenge of
analytical optical force calculations for spherical particles lies in
the expansion of the fields into vector spherical wave functions,
which, except for the plane wave case developed by Mie in 1908
[22], could only be obtained numerically. However, in 2010 we
discovered how to perform this expansion for any type of
electromagnetic field in the Fourier space and provided
analytical integrals for the Beam Shape Coefficients for general
waveguides. Analytical results from the integrals were found in
the cases of cylindrical and rectangular metallic waveguides
[23, 24].

Our current analysis focuses on cylindrical metallic
waveguides, whose modes are largely similar to those in
readily available hollow-core fibers waveguides. However, the
work can be easily extended to rectangular waveguides, using
recently develop analytical expressions for their modes [24],
which can be of interest for typical on-chip microfluidic
geometries. Recently, Ref. [25] presented an analytical solution
for the scattered intensities of a sphere on the axis of an infinite
metallic cylinder with a plane wave incident on one end of the
cylinder. While the combination of the spherical and cylindrical
symmetries is interesting, they did not calculate the BSCs for off-
axis positions, nor the optical forces on the sphere.

In our analysis, the particle size is assumed to be much smaller
than the waveguide size, resulting in a scattering intensity much
smaller than the incident light. This implies that we can neglect
reflections from the waveguide walls back to the particle, as well
as interference between different particles. Furthermore, the
waveguides are assumed to be lossless. For low–loss
waveguides, losses to be taken into account by considering a
slow variation in the electromagnetic field intensity with axial
position.

Our manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
electromagnetic fields for any propagationmode of the cylindrical
waveguide. Section 3 defines the Mie Coefficients as well is the
Beam Shape Coefficients (BSCs), which are obtained for any
waveguide mode and any particle position. These results are valid
for any particle size smaller than the waveguide size and any
waveguide mode. In Section 5 the BSCs will be used to obtain a
complete theory for the optical forces, for any waveguide mode,
and any particle size and position within the waveguide. At this
point the theory is complete.

We will then discuss the implication of the theory for three
specific applications. First we focus on nanoparticles that are well
in the Rayleigh regime. We will obtain their optical forces using a
small–value series expansion of Mie Coefficients, and will
demonstrate that radial forces are proportional to x3, and
axial forces proportional to x6 for non–absorbing particles.
Secondly, we discuss the microparticles, for which the full
Mie calculation is required. Section 6, studies the optical
force as a function of particle size and refractive index in case
of an on-axis particle position. For larger particles, strong Mie
resonances appear that can potentially be used be used to
perform in highly–sensitive particle sorting experiments.

Third, in Section 7, we will study how the effect of particle
absorption on axial force depends on particle size. Finally, we will
summarize illustrative results for special cases, applications, and
experimental implementation.

2 WAVEGUIDES ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS

The general formalism for the TM and TE modes of a hollow
waveguide of arbitrary cross–section starts with the scalar
solution g(r′) � gc(ρ′)eikzz′ of the Helmholtz equation in three
dimensions

[ d2

dr′2
+ k2]g(r′) � 0, (1)

which leads to a two–dimensional solution gc(ρ) of the transverse
Helmholtz equation [26].

[ d2

dρ′2
+ c2]gc(ρ′) � 0, (2)

satisfying the boundary conditions at the waveguide surface S.
The TM modes satisfy gc(ρ)|S � 0 and the TE modes satisfy
zngc(ρ)|S � 0 with zn the normal derivative, kz is the wavevector
in the z–direction, k2 � k2z + c2, γ is the transverse wavevector,
d/dρ � x̂zx + ŷzy is the transverse gradient operator, and d/dr �
d/dρ + ẑzz is the three–dimensional gradient operator,
k2 � noω2/c2, no is the waveguide’s interior refractive index. It
is useful to introduce the cylindrical coordinate system in the
r–space and k–space. In the r–space we have ρ � xx̂ + yŷ, ρ2 � ρ ·
ρ and ρ̂ � ρ/ρ. We have also ϕ � −yx̂ + xŷ and ϕ̂ � ϕ/ρ. In the
same way, for spherical coordinates in k–space, we change
(r, θ, ϕ)→ (k, ξ, ζ) and for cylindrical coordinates, we change
(ρ, ϕ, z)→ (c, ζ , kz), obtaining equivalent systems of coordinates.
The boundary conditions define possible values for γ based on the
geometry alone. The cutoff frequency of a given mode happens
when k2 � c2. Below this frequency, kz < 0, the mode becomes
evanescent. Given the scalar solution, the TM and TE fields are
given by:

[ ETM

ZHTE ] � kz
k
ẑ × [−ZHTM

ETE ] � E0[ẑ + i
kz
c2

d
dρ′

]g(r′). (3)

For a general waveguide, the task is to find g(r) satisfying
boundary conditions. For a cylindrical waveguide, the scalar
wavefunction is given by gc(ρ) � Jm(cmnρ)e ± imϕ, where Jm(.)
are Bessel functions. The transverse vectors are given by cTEmn �
χ′mn where χ′mn is the nth–root of Jm(.) derivative, that is
J ′m(χ′mn) � 0 for the TE mode, and cTMmn � χmn where χmn is the
nth–root of Jm(.), that is Jm(χmn) � 0, for the TM mode. The
cutoff frequencies are ωTE

cmn � (c/no)(χ′mn/R) for TE modes, and
ωTM
cmn � (c/no)(χnm/R) for TM mode. The cutoff wavelengths are

given by λcnm � 2πR/χnm. The first ten modes, from highest to
lowest λnm are TE11[χ′11] � 1.8412, TM10[χ10] � 2.4048,
TE21[χ′21] � 3.0542, TE01[χ′01] � 3.8317, TM11[χ11] � 3.8317,
TE31[χ′31] � 4.2012, TM12[χ12] � 5.1356, TE41[χ′41] � 5.3175,
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TE12[χ′21] � 5.3314, TM20[χ20] � 5.5201. Even for R � 2.5 μm
and no � 1 there are 16 modes for wavelengths shorter than
2,000 nm and 45 modes for wavelengths shorter than 1,000 nm.
Therefore, in the visible–NIR region, the waveguide will be
essentially multimode. We are mostly interested in the range
400 to 2,000 nm to avoid direct IR and NIR absorption. Assuming
a wavelength of 500 nm and a 10 μmwaveguide diameter, the first
mode’s propagation constant becomes kz/k � 0.9995 ≈ 1 and

c/k �
���������
1 − (kz/k)2

√
� 0.032. Linear combinations of g± (ρ) can

be used to build the cosine and sine modes, as well.
The analytical expression for the fields of TE, TM, ±, cos and

sin are condensed in the expressions:

ETM

E0eikzz
� (i kz

c
J ′m(cρ)ρ̂ + Jm(cρ)ẑ)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ e± imϕ

cosmϕ
sinmϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
− kz
c

m
cρ
Jm(cρ)ϕ̂⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ±e± imϕ

isinmϕ
−icosmϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)

ZHTM

E0eikzz
� k
c

m
cρ
Jm(cρ)ρ̂⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ±e± imϕ

isinmϕ
−icosmϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + i
k
c
J ′m(cρ)ϕ̂⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ e± imϕ

cosmϕ
sinmϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (5)

where the form TE/TM and 3 × 1 array represents the (±, cos, sin)
forms and Z � ���

μ/ϵ
√

is the waveguide medium impedance. It is
interesting to note the interchange between electric and magnetic
fields between TM and TEmodes does not change the result. This
shows that the Poynting vector expression will be the same for
both the TE and TM modes. The TE mode is obtained by:
ETE → − ZHTM and ZHTE →ETM. The first modes have m � 1
and for a very large waveguide (R→∞, tending to free space),
c→ 0 and kz → k, we can use cρ→ 0 to obtain
Jm(x)/x ≈ xm/(2mm!), J ′m(x) ≈ mxm−1/2mm! and so
J1(x)/x � J ′1(x) � 1/2, which allows us to obtain:

ETM

E0
� i
2
kz
k
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ x̂ ± iŷ

x̂
ŷ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦eikz . (6)

This is clearly the plane wave limit, from which we can notice the
association of circularly polarized light for the mode ±,
x-polarized beam to cos mode and y-polarized to sin mode.
One can couple to ± modes using circular polarized light while a
polarized beam will couple to cos and sin modes.

We also have the explicit form of the electromagnetic fields
written as∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ETE

E0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

� k2

c2
(m
cρ
)2

J2m(cρ)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1
sin2mϕ
cos2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + k2

c2
J ′
2
m(cρ)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

cos2mϕ
sin2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ZETM

E0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

� k2z
c2
(m
cρ
)2

J2m(cρ)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

sin2mϕ

cos2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ (k2z

c2
J ′
2

m(cρ) + J2m(cρ))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

cos2mϕ

sin2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
(8)

and it is important to calculate the gradients, given by

∇ρ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ETE

E0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

� 2c
k2

c2
(m
cρ
)2(Jm(cρ)J ′m(cρ) − 1

cρ
J2m(cρ))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

sin2mϕ
cos2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ 2c

k2

c2
(m
cρ
)2

J ′m(cρ)Jm″(cρ)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1
cos2mϕ
sin2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(9)

and

∇ρ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ETM

E0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

� 2c
k2

c2
(m
cρ
)2(Jm(cρ)J ′m(cρ) − 1

cρ
J2m(cρ))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

sin2mϕ
cos2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ 2c(k2

c2
(m
cρ
)2

J ′m(cρ)Jm″(cρ) + Jm(cρ)J ′m(cρ))
× ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

cos2mϕ
sin2mϕ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(10)

The ϕ component of the gradient is given by

∇ϕ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ETM

E0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

� c
k2

c2
1
cρ

((m
cρ
Jm(cρ))2

− J ′
2
m(cρ))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 0

1
−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (11)

and

∇ϕ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ETM

E0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

� c

cρ

k2z
c2

((m
cρ
Jm(cρ))2

− J ′
2
m(cρ))⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 0

−1
1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ c

cρ
J2m(cρ)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 0

1
−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (12)

3 VECTOR SPHERICAL WAVE FUNCTION
EXPANSION

To calculate the electromagnetic fields inside and scattered by a
spherical particle located at an arbitrary position r inside a
cylindrical waveguide, one has to expand the incident fields in
the Hansen multipoles. For the force calculation, only the
incident and scattered fields are necessary. The VSWF
expansion is given by

[ Ein(r′)
ZHin(r′)] � E0∑

p�1

∞ ∑
q�−p

p ([ GTE
pq

GTM
pq

]Min
pq(r′) + [ GTM

pq

−GTE
pq

]Nin
pq(r′))

(13)

[ Esc(r′)
ZHsc(r′) ] � −E0∑

p�1

∞ ∑
q�−p

p ([ bpG
TE
pq

apG
TM
pq

]Msc
pq(r′)

+ [ apG
TM
pq

−bpGTE
pq

]Nsc
pq(r′)), (14)

where E0 is an electric field dimension constant,
kNin

pq(r) � i∇ ×Min
pq(r), and Min

pq(r) � jp(kr)Xpq(r̂) are the
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Hansen multipoles for the incident beam, and
kNsc

pq(r) � i∇ ×Msc
pq(r), and Msc

pq(r) � h(1)p (kr)Xpq(r̂) the
Hansen multipoles for the scattered beam, jp(kr) are spherical
Bessel functions, yp(kr) are spherical Neumann functions and
h(1)p (kr) � jp(kr) + iyp(kr) Xpq(r̂) � LYpq(r̂)/

�������
p(p + 1)√

are the
vector spherical harmonics, Ypq(r̂) are the scalar spherical
harmonics, Z � ���

μ/ε
√

, k � ω
��
με

√
, and L � −ir × d/dr is the

angular momentum operator in direct space.
The coefficientsGTE/TM

pq are known as Beam Shape Coefficients
(BSC) [27]. It is important to note that, as the VSWF expansion is
performed with the origin of the axis at the center of a sphere, we
need to apply boundary conditions that are independent of the
particular position of the beam. The ap and bp coefficients, called
Mie coefficients, come from the boundary conditions over the
surface of a sphere, and are given by

ap �
Mψ′

p(x)ψp(Mx) − ψp(x)ψ′
p(Mx)

Mξ′p(x)ψp(Mx) − ξp(x)ψ′
p(Mx) (15)

bp �
Mψp(x)ψ′

p(Mx) − ψ′
p(x)ψp(Mx)

Mξp(x)ψ′
p(Mx) − ξ′p(x)ψp(Mx) . (16)

Here x � ka � 2πn1a/λ is the size parameter, where a is the
particle’s radius and λ is the wavelength and M � n1/n0 is the
relative refraction index. The functions ψ(x) � xjp(x) and
ξ(x) � xh(1)p (x) are known as Riccati-Bessel functions. The
BSCs depend on the incident field only and all further
calculations rely on them. The position of the center of the
sphere with respect to the axis of the incident field in cylindrical
coordinates is defined as r � (ρo, ϕo, zo). It is clear, then, that
BSCs are functions of this position, GTE,TM

pq � GTE,TM
pq (r). Gustav

Mie solved this problem in 1908 [22] for the incident plane wave
using the Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave in terms of
spherical Bessel functions. For the plane wave, the position
of the sphere with respect to the beam is not important. For an
arbitrary beam, the usual procedure is to take the dot product
with Xpq(r̂) to obtain:

E0jp(kr′)[ GTE
pq

GTM
pq

] � ∫

dΩ(r̂′)X*
pq(r̂′) · [ E(r′)

ZH(r′)], (17)

which is not complete because there is a spherical Bessel function
embedded in the right–hand side that did not cancel explicitly the
one on the left side. We solved this problem for an arbitrary
electromagnetic field in 2010 [23, 24], by taking the Fourier
transform, explicitly canceling the spherical Bessel functions, and
obtaining the final result:

[ GTE
pq

GTM
pq

] � ip

E0

��
2
π

√ ∫ 

dΩ(k̂′)X *
pq(k̂′) · ⎡⎣ Ek(k̂′)

ZHk(k̂′) ⎤⎦, (18)

where

[ E(r′)
H(r′)] � 1

(2π)3/2∫

d3k′[ E(k′)
H(k′)]eik′·r (19)

are Fourier transforms of each other and

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ E(k′)
H(k′) ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � δ(k′ − k)

k′2
⎡⎣ Ek(k̂′)
Hk(k̂′) ⎤⎦. (20)

are the Fourier transforms in a sphere, requiring that
∣∣∣∣∣k′∣∣∣∣∣ � k.

By using the translation theorem of Fourier transform it was
easy to calculate the BSC for any position respect to the
incident beam. The geometry of the problem is shown in
Figure 1.

4 CYLINDRICAL WAVEGUIDE BSC’S

Using Eqs 24, 25 and 32 of Ref. [24] the explicit expression for the
BSCs for any mode of the waveguide is given by:

⎡⎢⎣ GTE
pq [TE] GTE

pq [TM]
GTM

pq [TE] GTM
pq [TM] ⎤⎥⎦

� ip−q
����������������
4π(2p + 1)
p(p + 1) (p − q)!(p + q)!

√ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
iPq

p′(kzk) (k
c
)2

qPq
p(kzk)

(k
c
)2

qPq
p(kzk) −iPq

p′(kzk)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

× e−iqϕo eikzzo g formmq (ρo).
(21)

FIGURE 1 | Cylindrical waveguide coordinate system (CWG). The
natural coordinate system of the waveguide is rʺ and a point r at which we
perform a partial wave expansion (PWE) in vector spherical wave functions
(VSWF). In the new system, the expansion is done in the rʹ coordinate
system, the fields are described by the Hansen multipoles and the GTE/TM

coefficients, that are constant in the rʹ frame, but varies depending on the
position of the expansion r.
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Here, our notation is that superscript TE/TMmeans the spherical
Transverse Electric/Magnetic in the sphere, while (TE)/(TM)
means the waveguide TE/TM modes, Pq

p(.) is the associated
Legendre function. To shortening the equations we will omit
the arguments with the convention that all Legendre functions
Pq
p � Pq

p(kz/k), and all Bessel functions Jm � Jm(cρo). The form
factor is:

g formm,q

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ±
cos

sin

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(±)qJm∓qe±imϕo

1
2
(Jm−q +(−1)qJm+q)cosmϕo + i

1
2
(Jm−q −(−1)qJm+q)sinmϕo

1
2
(Jm−q +(−1)qJm+q)sinmϕo − i

1
2
(Jm−q −(−1)qJm+q)cosmϕo

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(22)

5 OPTICAL FORCES

In a recent review, it was demonstrated how optical forces can be
derived from the Maxwell stress tensor given the BSCs in the
Minkowski formalism [28]. Explicitly, in Eq. 93 in Ref. [28]
provides the expression for the transverse forces, while the force
in the z–direction is given by Eq. 94 in Ref. [28]:

Fz � −ε|Eo|2
2k2

Re∑
pq

i
p + 1

⎧⎨⎩ �������������������������
p(p + 2)(p + q + 1)(p − q + 1)(2p + 1)(2p + 3)

√
× [ApG

TM
p+1,qG

TM*
p,q + BpG

TE
p+1,qG

TE*
p,q ] − q

p
CpG

TM
p,q G

TE*
p,q }

(23)

where Ap � ap +app+1 − 2appap+1, Bp � bp + bpp+1 − 2bppbp+1 and
Cp � ap + bpp − 2appa

p
p . The definition of the literature, including

the a recent review [28], is Alit
p � A*

p which is counter-intuitive,
because the lowest order Mie coefficient appears conjugated a*p.
We therefore prefer the current definition. The formulas must
thus be corrected by changing Alit

p →A*
p and Blit

p →B*
p and vice-

versa, while keeping the same Cp.

[ Fρ
Fϕ

] � −ε|Eo|2
(2k)2 [ Re

Im
]∑
p�1

∑
q�−p

p ie−iϕ

p + 1⎧⎨⎩ �������������������������
p(p + 2)(p + q + 2)(p + q + 1)(2p + 1)(2p + 3)

√
× [ApG

TM
p+1,−(q+1)GTM*

p,−q + A*
pG

TM
p,q G

TM*
p+1,q+1 + BpG

TE
p+1,−(q+1)GTE*

p,−q

+ B*
pG

TE
p,qG

TE*
p+1,q+1] + − 1

p

���������������(p − q)(p + q + 1)√ [CpG
TM
p,q G

TE*
p,q+1

− C*
pG

TE
p,qG

TM*
p,q+1]}

(24)

From the expression of z-component of the force we substitute
the BSCs expressions into the force equation, and using the
normalization for the force C � F/(πε∣∣∣∣Eo/k|2) we obtain

1
2
Cz
⎡⎣ TE

TM
⎤⎦ � ∑

p�1

∞

Re{A*
p}∑

q�−p

p (p + q + 1)(p + 1)2 (p − q)!(p + q)!
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
k4

c4
q2Pq

pP
q
p+1

P′q
p P

q
p+1′

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2 +∑
p�1

∞

Re{B*
p}∑

q�−p

p (p + q + 1)(p + 1)2 (p − q)!(p + q)!
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

P′q
p P

q
p+1′

k4

c4
q2Pq

pP
q
p+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2 −∑
p�1

∞

Re{C*
p}∑

q�−p

p (2p + 1)
p2(p + 1)2 (p − q)!(p + q)!

⎡⎣ 1
1
⎤⎦ k2
c2
q2Pq

pP
q
p
′∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2.
(25)

We display the equation in this way to demonstrate that all particle
properties, such as size and refractive index, are embedded in the
Mie factors Ap, Bp and Cp. Breaking the q sum into q� 0, q> 0 and
q < 0, and using (p + q)!P−q

p � (−1)q(p − q)!Pq
p , we can simplify

this expression to:

1
2
Cz
⎡⎣ TE

TM
⎤⎦ � ∑

p�1

∞ Re{A*
p}(p + 1)⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 0

Pp′
0
P0
p+1′

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∣∣∣∣g formm,0

∣∣∣∣2

+∑
q�1

p 1(p + 1) (p − q + 1)!(p + q)! ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
k4

c4
q2Pq

pP
q
p+1

Pp′
q
P
q

p+1′

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣g formm,−q
∣∣∣∣2)⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+∑
p�1

∞ Re{B*
p}(p + 1)⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ Pp′

0
P
0
p+1′
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦∣∣∣∣g formm,0

∣∣∣∣2

+∑
q�1

p 1(p + 1) (p − q + 1)!(p + q)! ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Pp′

q
P
q

p+1′

k4

c4
q2Pq

pP
q
p+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣g formm,−q
∣∣∣∣2)⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

−∑
p�1

∞

Re{C*
p}∑

q�1

p (2p + 1)
p2(p + 1)2 (p − q)!(p + q)! ⎡⎣ 11 ⎤⎦ k2c2q2Pq

pP
q
p′

× (∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∣g formm,−q
2).∣∣∣∣∣

(26)

The [radial, azimuthal] forces can be written in the
same way:
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1
2
C[ρ,ϕ][ TE

TM]�∑∞
p�1

Im{Ap}(p+1)2
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩∑p

q�1

(p−q)!(p+q)!⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
k4

c4
q(q+1)Pq

pP
q+1
p+1

P′q
p Pq+1

p+1′

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
× [Re,Im]{g formm,q g form*

m,q+1 − g formm,q g form*
m,−q−1}⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

+∑∞
p�1

Im{Bp}(p+1)2
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩∑p

q�1

(p−q)!(p+q)!⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
P′q
p Pq+1

p+1′
k4

c4
q(q+1)Pq

pP
q+1
p+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
× [Re,Im]{g formm,q g form*

m,q+1 − g formm,q g form*
m,−q−1}⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

+∑∞
p�1

Re{Ap}(p+1)2
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩∑p

q�1

(p−q)!(p+q)!⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
k4

c4
q(q+1)Pq

pP
q+1
p+1

P′q
p Pq+1

p+1′

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
× [Im,Re]{g formm,q g form*

m,q+1 − g formm,q g form*
m,−q−1}⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

+∑∞
p�1

Re{Bp}(p+1)2
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩∑p

q�1

(p−q)!(p+q)!⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
P′q
p Pq+1

p+1′
k4

c4
q(q+1)Pq

pP
q+1
p+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
× [Im,Re]{g formm,q g form*

m,q+1 − g formm,q g form*
m,−q−1}⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

−∑∞
p�1

Re{Cp}(p+1)2⎧⎨⎩∑p
q�1

2p+1
p2

(p−q)!(p+q)! k2c2 [qPq
pP′q+1

p −(q+1)P′q
p Pq+1

p ]
× [Im,Re]{g formm,q g form*

m,q+1}[ 1
−1]⎫⎬⎭

(27)

While these equations could be written in a more compact way,
we want to highlight the dependence of the real and imaginary
parts of the Mie factors Ap, Bp and Cp, because these factors define
the Mie resonances, as well as their scaling with particle size and
relative refraction index, which are important to the sorting
process. The dependence of the position of the particle inside
the waveguide is embedded in the form factors g formm,q (ρo, ϕo).

It becomes immediately clear that Fz depends on the real part ofAp,
Bp andCp only. In principle, Fρ depends on the real and imaginary parts
of Ap, Bp and Cp, but the form factors will cancel the real part. It is also
interesting to see that dependence on z disappeared, as expected from
the axial translation symmetry of the waveguide (assumed lossless).
Furthermore, there is no azimuthal dependence for the ± modes,
corresponding to circular polarization, due to their rotational
symmetry. For the cosϕ and sinϕ forms, the result does depend on
ϕ, as the symmetry is broken by the incident beam polarization.

These expressions are general and can be used to obtain the force
for any waveguidemode and particle size. Special care must be taken
in the choice of highest p to truncate the series. The Wiscombe
criterion was to truncate the sum when

∣∣∣∣ap|2 + ∣∣∣∣bp|2 < 5 10− 14 [29],
leading to the known truncation of the infinite series of
pmax � int{x + 4.05x1/2 + 2}. Meanwhile, Neves and Pisignano
included the relative error, allowing faster computation within an
fixed error bound, as pmax � int{x + 0.76ϵ2/3x1/3 − 4.1}, where ϵ is
related to a relative error of 10− ϵ [30].

In the following sectionswewill discuss two special cases. The first is
related to use of the optical chromatography (OC) for nanoparticles
that are well in the Rayleigh limit x≪ 1. In this limit, we need the Mie
coefficients at x→ 0. Our results will show that for any waveguide
mode in any position inside the guide, the radial forces are proportional
to x3 and the gradient of thefield intensityFρ,ϕ ∝ x3∇

∣∣∣∣E|2.On the other
hand, for non–absorbing particle, the axial force is proportional to x6

and the field intensity Fz ∝ x6
∣∣∣∣E|2. This shows that radial forces are

gradient forces while z forces are scattering forces. The axial force result
is obvious because there is no intensity gradient in a lossless waveguide.

The second case is waveguide-based OC for microparticles,
such as dielectric spheres or virus–loaded droplets, with sizes in
theMie regime x ≈ 1. In theMie–limit, the radial force is assumed
to keep the particle on the z-axis, ρ � 0, resulting in a significant
simplification of the expressions. The analysis can be done for any
particle size and any waveguide mode, allowing us to observe the
role played by the Mie resonances in the optical sorting process.

6 MIE COEFFICIENTS IN RAYLEIGH
REGIME

Wecan use the series expansion of spherical Bessel andHankel function
keeping the lowest orders of the imaginary and real parts to obtain [31]:

ap ≈ − i
(p + 1)(M2 − 1)x2p+1(2p + 1)!!(2p − 1)!!(p + 1 + pM2)

+ [ (p + 1)(M2 − 1)x2p+1(2p + 1)!!(2p − 1)!!(p + 1 + pM2)]2 (28)

bp ≈ − i
(M2 − 1)x2p+3(2p + 3)!!(2p + 1)!! + [ (M2 − 1)x2p+3(2p + 3)!!(2p + 1)!!]2

(29)

For the lowest terms we obtain

a1 ≈ − i[2
3

M2 − 1
M2 + 2

]x3 + [2
3
M2 − 1
M2 + 2

]2

x6 (30)

b1 ≈ − i[M2 − 1
45

]x5 + [M2 − 1
45

]2

x10 (31)

Reports on the scattering ofmetallic nanoparticles usually call the lowest
terms approximations as modified long–wavelength approximation
[32–35]. We shall not neglect the second term because they are real
while the first are imaginary. Except for TE[m � 0] modes, we will keep
only termswitha1 meaning that transverse forces scalewith x3while the
axial force scales with x6. However, for particles with absorption, the
refractive index becomes complex in the formM � M′ + iM′′. In this
case the lowest order terms are:
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a1 ≈ − i Re{2
3

M2 − 1
M2 + 2

}x3 + Im{2
3

M2 − 1
M2 + 2

}x3 (32)

b1 ≈ − i Re{M2 − 1
45

}x5 + Im{M2 − 1
45

}x5 (33)

Without absorption, the leading term comes only from a1, and only
A1� a1 andC1� a1 shall be considered.TheonlyP

q
p to take into account

are given by P2
2 � 3c2/k2, P1

2 � −3ckz/k2 and P0
2 � 1/2[(3k2z /k2) −

1] for the q �2 family whose derivative are P2
2′ � −6(kz/k),

P1
2′ � 3(k2z/kc − c/k), P0

2′ � 3(kz/k), and for q � 1 P1
1 � −c/k,

P1
1′ � kz/c, P0

1 � kz/k, P0
1′ � 1.

In the expressions for the force, we get

Cz[ TE

TM
] � 3

kz
k

Re{a1}(2 c2k2∣∣∣∣g formm,0

∣∣∣∣2[ 0
1
]

+ (∣∣∣∣g formm,1

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣g formm,−1
∣∣∣∣2)[ 1

k2z/k2 ])
(34)

for the z-component and

Cρ[ TE
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] � 3
2
k
c
Im{−a1}(Re{g formm,1 g formm,2 − g formm,−2g

form
m,−1}[ 1
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k
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k2z/k2 ]
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2c2/k2 + k2z/k2 ])
(35)

for the radial component, while the azimuthal one is given by

Cϕ[ TE

TM
] � 3

2
k
c
Im{−a1}(Im{g formm,1 g formm,2 − g formm,−2g

form
m,−1}[ 1

k2z/k2 ]+
+Im{g formm,0 g formm,1 − g formm,−1g

form
m,0 }[ −1

2c2/k2 + k2z/k2 ])
+3
2
k
c
Re{a1}(Re{g formm,1 g formm,2 + g formm,−2g

form
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k2z/k2 ]+
+Re{g formm,0 g formm,1 + g formm,−1g
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m,0 }[ −1

2c2/k2 + k2z/k2 ])
(36)

Next the form factors are calculated. We can bring all of them in
terms of Jm(x) instead of Jm∓ 1(x) and Jm∓2(x) combinations.
Using the Bessel function differential equation J ′′m(x) � −J ′m/x −
(1 −m2/x2)Jm and the canonical three term recurrence
relations, we can calculate the above combinations of g formm,q .
The first thing one can see is that Im{g formm,0 g formm,1 + g formm,−1g formm,0 } � 0
and Im{g formm,1 g formm,2 + g formm,2 g formm,1 } � 0, because these sums are
always real. Using u � cρo to shortening of the equations in
algebraic manipulations, one can promptly find that

FTE
z � 3πε

k2
kz
k

Re{a1}
∣∣∣∣ETE 2

∣∣∣∣ (37)

� 3πε
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k
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∣∣∣∣2 Re{a1}

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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2
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u
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J2m(u)
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u
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(38)

in the three line one column notation for the form factors. The
TM case is then written as
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This means that

Fz � 4πεkz
k3

∣∣∣ETM |2(M2 − 1
M2 + 2

)2

x6 (41)

which is proportional to particle radius to the sixth power and
to the wavelength to the inverse forth power, as expected int
he Rayleigh regime. The radial force in Rayleigh regime is
given by

FTE
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and
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(45)

Therefore, the radial force

Fρ � πε

k3
∇ρ

∣∣∣∣E∣∣∣∣2(M2 − 1
M2 + 2

)x3 (46)

is proportional to the particle’s radius to the third power. The
maximum radial force exceeds the axial scattering force, and
keeps the particle near the position of maximum of the field
intensity. Although some waveguide modes a zero intensity on
axis, the commonly excited fundamental waveguide mode does
tend to bring particles back to it's center. Finally, we discuss the
azimuthal force. This force has two terms, one proportional to
Im{−a1}, a gradient force, an the other proportional to Re{a1}. By
taking the lowest order term, with Im{−a1}, we obtain

FTE
ϕ � πε
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∇ϕ

∣∣∣∣E∣∣∣∣2(M2 − 1
M2 + 2

)x3 (47)
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1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦2m sinmϕ cosmϕ (48)

that shows a gradient force type for the transverse force, and
scattering force type for the axial force,
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (49)

7 FORCES ACTING ON-AXIS PARTICLES

For on-axis Mie-particles, ρo � 0, the only Bessel function that
survives are the J0(0) � 1 with Jp(0) � δp,0. As expected by
symmetry, the transverse forces are zero because there is a
mix between Jm±q with Jm±q±1. Only the axial force is
different from zero. The form factors become

∣∣∣∣g formm,q

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣g formm,−q
∣∣∣∣2 � δm,q

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1
1/2
1/2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (50)

which cancels the sum in q, and

∣∣∣∣g formm,0

∣∣∣∣2 � δm,0
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 11
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (51)

Clearly the sin form is null form � 0 and cos form is just half of ±.
The result ± form is
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For the first modes where kz/k ≈ 1 and c/k �
���������
1 − (kz/k)2

√
we

can use the fact that
�����
1 − x2

√
Pm
p ′(x→ 1) � δm,1p(p + 1)/2,

P0
p′(x→ 1) � p(p + 1)/2 and Pm

p (1) � δm,0 to simplify the force to
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(53)

which are nonzero only for them � 0 andm � 1 modes. Also, for
m � 0 modes the force for any particle size simplifies to:

1
4
Cz[ TE

TM
] � ∑

p�1

∞ P0
p′P0

p+1′
p + 1

[Re{Ap}
Re{Bp} ]. (54)

On axis force in the Rayleigh regime can be obtained by making
p � 1, Re{Ap} � Re{Cp} � Re{a1} and Re{Bp � 0}. Now, 0≤m≤ 1,
due to the Legendre Functions, therefore only modes with m � 0
and m � 1 exists, and the force is given by

Cz[ TE
TM

] � 4
3
kz
k
(M2 − 1
M2 + 2

)x6(2δm,0[ 01] + δm,1[ k2/c2
k2z/c2 ])

(55)

8 RESULTS

We analyzed the important role of Mie Resonances, for different
refractive index particles as a function of their sizes. Typical glass
particles and liquid droplets have refractive indices in the range
between 1.3 and 1.5, but semiconductors can have n as high as 3.
Usually the high refractive index appears at the absorption band
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FIGURE 2 | Axial force for: left n � 1.3 particle; right n � 3 particle. Blue TE10 mode, red TM10 mode of a 10 μm radius cylindrical waveguide.

FIGURE 3 | Density plot of axial force as function of particle’s relative refractive index M and particle radius for a 10 μm radius cylindrical waveguide.

FIGURE 4 | First TE modes: optical forces seen as profile from the center to the walls of the waveguide. Depending on the mode Fρ can be always positive, always
negative, or change the sign across the waveguide profile. Calculations were performed using the full expressions on Eq 5, assuming a waveguide radius of 5 µm, and a
size parameter x � 0.1. Note that Fz ∝ |E|2.
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edge, except for quantum dots (QD), for which the optical gap is
larger than the bulk band gap. Although QD are typically smaller
than 10 nm sizes, one could also consider highly QD–doped
microparticles with optical properties that are dominated by the
QD refractive index. Therefore, in this analysis, we considered two
limits of 1.3 and 3.0 for the refractive index. To exemplify this, the
axial force for TE10 and TM10 modes was calculated as a function of
particle radius for a n � 1.3 and n � 3.0 refractive index, assuming a
air-filled waveguide with a diameter of R � 10 μm, see Figure 2.

For both particles, the resonances becoming narrower as the
radius increases, with the narrowest resonances occurring for the n �
3 particle. The optical force landscape of the two particle’s
parameters, size and relative refractive index is shown in map
plot in Figure 3. The results suggest that Mie resonances can
indeed be used to discriminate between a narrow range of
discrete particles.

Figures 4 and 5 show the forces for the first four first TE and
TM modes for a Rayleigh particle inside a cylindrical waveguide.
The axial force Fz is clearly proportional to the local field intensity∣∣∣∣E|2, and Fρ to ∇ρ

∣∣∣∣E|2. The modes that allows keep the particle on
the axis are that ones that have energy in concentrated in the axis
such as the TE11 mode or the TM11 mode, for which Fρ < 0,
providing a returning force. This relation depends on the value of
k/c as can be seen in Eqs. 7 and 8. It can also be noted that, in the
Rayleigh regime, Fρ ≫ Fz .

In the above calculation, we have used the full expressions for
the force calculation. We used a wavelength of λ � 1064 nm, a
waveguide radius of 5 µm, and index of refraction of the internal
medium of 1.01 and a particle’s index of refraction of 1.33 which
gives as relative index of refractionM � 1.317. The particle radius
was chosen to be 16.76 nm, resulting in a size parameter of x � 0.1.
This gives a truncation criterium of lMAX � 4, according to [30].

FIGURE 5 | First TMmodes: optical forces seen as profile from the center to the walls of the waveguide. As we have the ρ̂ pointing outwards the waveguide profile,
the Fρ <0 acts as contrary to this direction, bringing the particle to the center of the waveguide. Calculations were performed using the full expressions onEqs 23 and 24,
assuming a waveguide radius of 5 µm, and a size parameter x � 0.1.

FIGURE 6 | At the top the coefficients for x � 20.8751 (for a particle of 3.5 µm and a refractive index of 3. At bottom the forces (from left right Fz, Fρ and Fϕ) as
function of the size parameter (on the legend at right), from the lower one (particle of 1.5 µm) to the biggest one (particle of radius 3.5 µm). We changed the radius of the
waveguide to 20 µm to allow for larger values of x.
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The values of the wavevector parameters are k � 5.96 × 106 m−1,
kz � 5.94 × 106 m−1, c � 4.81 × 105 m− 1, and so kz/k � 0.9967
and c/k � 0.08. The other values are the roots of Bessel functions
and of their derivatives, and universal constants
ε � 8.854 × 10− 12 F/m, μ � 1.256 × 10− 6 N/A2 both in SI units,
and Z � 376.639 SI units.

Figure 6 shows how the force varies with size parameter (and
in this case is directly proportional to the size of the particle x �
ka). It also shows the truncation criteria for calculating these
forces. In this case, the forces are of the same magnitude (we are
far from the Rayleigh regime). There are some challenges to use
this methodology to perform particle sorting. The first is how to
load the particles into the waveguide, to start the sorting process.

9 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated analytical expressions for optical forces
acting on particles inside cylindrical waveguides. The theory is
valid for particle radius a ranging from the Rayleigh regime to
large microparticles, and for arbitrary particle position and optical
modes. Analytical results obtained for a range of different particles
sizes and refractive indices demonstrate that Mie-resonances can
result in a strong size-dependence of the scattering force, with
implications for waveguide-based particle sorting. In the Rayleigh
regime, the radial, axial, and azimuthal forces were studied as a
function of particle position within the waveguide. In the Rayleigh
regime, the most important factor for particles sorting is found to be
the x3, x6 size scale of the optical forces, followed by the refractive
index differences, and the presence of absorption.

A possible application of this work would be post–synthesis size
selection of quantum dots. Quantum dots are nanoparticles in the
1–10 nm diameter sizes, well in the Rayleigh regime, which show a
size dependent optical band gap. We have produced quantum dots
by chemical synthesis and, also, by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)
[36–38]. The advantage of PLD is a total degree of freedom
regarding the material, just by focusing a powerful laser beam
on any piece of solid bulk material, to produce a broad range of
nano/micro-particles. It can be used with radioactive materials,
semiconductors, or oxides, which can be hard to produce by
chemical synthesis. PLD, however, produces a much wider size
distribution than the chemical synthesis methods. Hence, the
possibility to sort the quantum dots can make this technique
more attractive, especially inside a waveguide where no particles
are lost and that can be reprocessed. For this application, one can
use the size–dependent absorption edges. With a tunable laser one
can start with the longer wavelengths for which only the largest QDs
absorb. Because the force in the presence of absorption scales with
x3, much larger than the x6 non-absorbing QDs, one can isolate
biggest absorbing QDs. The wavelength of the laser can then be
swept, from the long to short, to perform an absorption–selective
size separation. QDs usually have cap layers that change their
hydrodynamic radii and their diffusion times in a liquid
medium [39]. It would therefore also be possible to QDs of
equal semiconductor core radius, through their cap layer thickness.

Furthermore, for microparticles (2πx > λ), particles exhibit
strong Mie resonances, [9, 10] that can be used to perform a

fine selection of particle sizes. Experiments on virus-loaded
erosols have become an important topic in the current covid-
19 pandemic, because the air human-human disease transmission
is defined mainly by the sizes of the droplets. Large droplets fall to
the ground fast, while smaller ones can fly much farther away.
Because the hollow-core fiber waveguides have a transparent glass
cladding, one could even measure the amount of virus in each
particle using a “optical flow cytometry” approach.

For solid particles, we suggest to follow the particle–loading
process used by [20], which mechanically removes the particles
from a glass plate, and uses two counter-propagation beams to
confine them to a region in front of the waveguide entrance. To
launch a particles, the counter propagating beam is switched off and
the particle is optically guided through the waveguide. The collection
and sorting at the end of the waveguide can be done by applying a
sweeping transverse force to the particles the end of the waveguide,
that directs the articles to a specific region on the collector - analogous
to a mass spectrometer. There are a range of parameters that can be
adjusted for optimal sorting performance, including wavelength,
polarization, and optical power, all of which can be changed fast.
In case of charges particles, commonly found in colloids and cells,
transverse electric fields could be applied to the waveguide [40] to
selectively collect or slow down particles based on their charge.

Experimentally available hollow waveguides are typically
based on hollow-core photonic crystal fibers, for which the
theory described here offers a reasonable approximation but
no analytical expression. It will therefore be interesting to
explore different ways to create small-diameter cylindrical
hollow metallic waveguides. One approach could be based on
coating metal on the interior of a tube of a material with a thermal
softening point close to that of the metal and subsequently draw
this to optical fiber. Before the drawing, some propagation modes
could be suppressed by laser cutting the metal perpendicular to
the wall’s currents of the targeted modes.
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